Absrract-End-to-end measurement is a common tool for network performance diagnosis, primarily because it can refleet user experience and typically requires minimal support f" intervening network elements. Challenges in this approach are: (i) to identify the locale of performance degradation; and (ii) to perform measurements in a scalable manner for large and complex networks. In this paper we show how end-to-end delay measurements of multicast trafiic can be used to estimate packet delay variance on each unk of a logical multicast tree. The method does not depend on cooperation from intervenlng network elements; multicast probing is bmdwidth efficient We establish desirable statistJca1 properties of the estimator, namely consistency and asymptotic normality. We evaluate the approach through model based and network shulatiom. The approach extends to the estimation of higher order moments of the link delay distributfon Keyvords-Ead-to-end measurement, queueing delay, estimation theory, multicast trees, network tomography.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation.
Monitoring the performance of large communications networks and diagnosing the causes of its degradation is a challenging problem. There are two broad approaches to performance diagnosis. In the intemal approach, direct measurements are made at or between network elements, e.g., of packet loss or delay. This approach has a number of potential limitations: it may not be available for general users; coverage may not span paths of interest; measurements may be disabled during period of high load; there are issues of scale in gathering and correlating the measurements in large networks: how should per hop measurements be composed to an end-to-end view?
This motivates external approaches, diagnosing the network through end-to-end measurements, without necessarily assuming the cooperation of network elements on the path. There has been much recent experimental work to understand the phenomenology of end-to-end performance (e.g., see [l], [2] , [SI, [21] NIMI [15] , Surveyor [30] ) with the aim to collect and analyze end-to-end measurements across a mesh of paths between a number of hosts. Standard diagnostic tools for IP networks, ping and traceroute report roundtrip loss and delay, A recent refinement of this approach, pathchar [13] , estimates hop-by-hop link capacities, packet delay and loss rates. USA; E-mail: {duffieldJopresti} Q research.att.com measurement approaches based on Time To Live (lTL) expiry require the cooperation of network elements in returning Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) messages. In future, encapsulation may hide lTL from higher layers that would see just a single hop between tunnel endpoints. Finally, the success of active measurement approaches to performance diagnosis may itself cause increased congestion if intensive probing techniques are widely adopted.
In response to some of these concerns, a multicast-based approach to active measurement has been proposed recently in [3] , [4] . The idea is that correlation in performance seen on intersecting end-to-end paths can be used to draw inferences about the performance characteristics of their common portion, without cooperation from the network. Multicast traffic is well suited for this since a given packet only occurs once per link in the (logical) multicast tree. Characteristics such as loss and end-to-end delay seen at different endpoints are highly correlated. Another advantage is in scalability. Suppose packets are exchanged on a mesh of paths between a collection of N measurement hosts stationed in a network. With unicast the probe load on the network may grow proportionally to N 2 in some links of the network.
with multicast the load grows proportionally only to IV.
B. Contribution
In this paper we describe a method to infer the variance of internal link delays from measured end-to-end delays of multicast probe packets. It is assumed that the link delays are independent random variables, both spatially (i.e., between different links) and temporally (i.e., between different packets); later we discuss the impact of violation of these assumptions. The method rests on (generalizations of) the following observation. Consider the logical multicast topology of Figure l(left), in which packets are multicast from the root 0 to receivers 1 and 2. Di is the random delay on link i, and the source-to-leaf delays from the root 0 to the leaf nodes 1 and 2 are XI = Dk + DI and XZ = D k + D2 respectively. Then a calculation that we perform later shows that, under the independence assumption,
i.e., we express the variance of an internal link delay in terms of the covariance of the source-to-leaf delays. We can form an unbiased estimate of Cov(X1, X Z ) directly from end-to-end measurements; this constitutes an unbiased estimate of Var(Dk). The same method extends to higher order moments; when the node k has branching ratio m, we are able to estimate the first m moments of D k ; see Figure l(right) . We specify the delay model in Section I1 and describe the basic moment estimators in Section III. Here we focus on estimation of the delay variance, either on individual links, or from the root to a given node. In Section IV we show how the above scheme can be used to obtain multiple unbiased estimates of the variance of the delay from the root to a given node le, one estimator for every pair of leaf nodes descended through different children of IC. The estimates are consistent, i.e., they converge in probability to the true variance as the number of probes grows to infinity. Any convex combination of these estimators shares these properties; although the rate of convergence will be different in each case. This rate can be used to distinguish between the estimators. We show how to choose the weights of the combination in order to obtain the combination with the fastest asymptotic rate of convergence.
Packet loss reduces the number of packets available for delay estimation, hence increasing estimator variance. In Section V we quantify this for an estimation scheme that makes maximal use of information from surviving packets, using all packets reaching a given node pair for which a covariance estimator is calculated. The model used here also assumes temporal independence, i.e., that delays between successive probe packets at a given node are not dependent. This can be arranged for by making the interprobe times greater than the queueing timescale. However, for a wide class of temporally dependent delay processes-we require only ergodicity-the consistency of the estimators is unaffected, i.e., they still converge to the true values as the number of probes grows to infinity. However, the rate of convergence may be slower.
In Section VI we report two types of simulation: (i) model simulations with packet delay chosen pseudo-randomly according to a given distribution; and (ii) 11s 1221 simulations that represent probe traffic mixed in with background traffic of TCP and UDP sessions; probe delay occurs as result of queueing against background traffic, probe loss is due to buffer overflow. The model simulations allow us to compare the theoretical prediction with a model in a controlled manner. We verify the accuracy of the delay variance estimator. The variance of the variance estimators over many simulation runs is conformant with the model; this verifies the benefit in accuracy of using the minimum variance estimator. The 11s simulation allow us to investigate the performance of the inference method in a more realistic setting in which the independence assumption may not be exactly satisfied. We find that dependence between delays in different links is smaller when buffers are larger, and that inference is correspondingly more accurate. In a 12 node topology we found the typical error in estimation to be about 20% in some configurations, this based on a sample size of 1,000 probes. We believe this is sufficiently accurate to distinguish links with high delay variance. As far as we are aware there are no studies in deployed networks that measure delay correlation between different nodes. However, we believe that large and long-lasting spatial dependence is unlikely in a real network such as the Internet because of its traffic and link diversity.
C. Implementation Requirements
Since the data for delay inference comprises one-way packet delays, the primary requirement is the deployment of measurement hosts with synchronized clocks. (Actually, since delay covariances are invariant under time-shifts, the absolute times need not be synchronized, provided that the rates are identical). Using Global Positioning System (GPS) timing it is possible to make one-way delay measurements accurate to within tens of microseconds or better. GPS is currently used or planned in several of the measurement infrastructures mentioned earlier. This method does not require cooperation from the network,
D. Use of Delay Variance Estimates
Although prior work has characterized end-to-end delays [ 11, [21], [24] , to the best of our knowledge there is no generally accepted model for per link delays in real networks, Without a model it is difficult to map a given inferred value of the link delay variance to a specific value of a quality metric, such as the probability of queueing delay exceeding a given value. Nevertheless, we believe that knowledge of the per link delay variance will be increasingly useful for the following reasons:
Model Development. The mapping problem just described will become easier upon development of delay models. We expect these to arise from two sources. The first is the development of measurement infrastructure projects in which selected links are instrumented for one-way delay measurements. The second is the development of multicast-based estimators for the link d e lay distribution from end-to-end measurements, using a more computationally intensive technique proposed in a companion paper [14] . We anticipate that this will allow the development of link delay distribution models, with the distribution inferred from network measurements.
Ordering. Identification of links with highest delay variance suggests candidate for links on which performance is degraded for delay sensitive applications. Delay &Delay Variation. The variance of the packet delay (on a link or path) can be used to estimate or bound the variance of the interpacket delay variation. Let D' be the delay encountered by packet i on a given link. The interpacket delay variation (or jitter) between packets i and i+ 1 on the link is J' = Dit1 -Di; a similar notion applies to end to end delay. Observe
Assuming D(-) to be stationary, the first two terms on the RHS of (2) are equal, while under the assumption of temporal independence the last term is zero, and so Var(J') = 2Var(Di).
Measurements of end-to-end delays in the Internet [l]
show that end-to-end delays successive packets are only slightly dependent when the interpacket time is longer than the typical queueing timescales. Stronger dependence is found at shorter timescales: successive packets are more likely to queue together. With positive correlation between successive probe delays Cov(D', ll'+') > 0; in this case Var(J') is bounded above by 2 Var(D'), a quantity that we can estimate from end-to-end measurements.
Topology Inference. If the logical multicast topology is not initially known, it can be inferred from delay variances. This technique uses the estimated variance of the cumulative delay from the source to a given node. Consequently we shall be interested here in the estimation of cumulative delay variance as well as link delay variance.
THE TREE AND DELAY MODELS
We identify the physical multicast tree as comprising actual network elements (the nodes) and the communication links than join them, The logical multicast tree comprises the branch points of the physical tree, and the logical links between them.
The logical links comprise one or more physical links. Thus each node in the logical tree, except the leaf nodes and possibly the root, must have 2 or more children. We can construct the logical tree from the physical tree by deleting all links with one child and adjusting the links accordingly by directly joining its parent and child.
Let 7 = (V, L) denote a logical multicast tree with nodes V and links L. We identify one node, the root 0, with the source of probes, and R C V will denote the set of leaf nodes (identified as the set of receivers). The set of children of node j E V is denoted by d ( j ) . Each node, k, apart from the root has a parent f ( k ) such that (j, k) E L. Define recursively the compositions f" = f o f"-' with f 1 = f. Nodes are said to be siblings if they have the same parent. If IC = fm(j) for some m E M we say that j is descended for k (or equivalently that k is an ancestor of j) and write the corresponding partial order in V as j 4 k. i V j will denote the minimal common ancestor of i and j in the +ordering, i.e., the unique common ancestor that is 4 all others.
We associate each node k a random variable Dk taking values in theextended positivereal line@ = W+U{co}. By convention DO = 0. Dk is the random delay that would be encountered by a packet attempting to traverse the link ( f ( k ) , k)
A. The value llk = 00 indicates the packet is lost on the link. The delay experienced on the path from the root 0 to a node IC is Xk = Dj. We assume that the Dk are independent. Let Qk = P [ h < 001, the probability of successful transmission over link k.
NON-PARAMETRIC ESTIMATION OF DELAY
DISTRIBUTION MOMENTS
In this section we present a class of non-parametiic estimators of the delay distribution. We assume initially that all delays are finite: P[Dk = 001 = 0. Consider first a logical subtree formed by the root 0, and a non-leaf node k with two descendants 1 and 2 that are leaf nodes; see Figure l 
The first equality is because K is affine in each of its arguments, the second because the cumulant of a set of independent random variables is zero. I
In a general tree with receiver set R, let Q ( k ) = ({i,j} C R I i V j = IC,} be the set of distinct pairs of leaf-nodes whose +-least common ancestor is k. Any convex combination xti,jlEB(k) PjjGj (i.e., with the pij 3 0 and summing to 1) is also an unbiased estimator of Sk . An example the uniform estimator (7)
One potential disadvantage with the uniform estimator is that high variance of one of the summands may lead to high estimator variance overall. This motivates choosing convex combinations that are functions of the end-to-end delays themselves in order to reduce variance. In this section we shall assume that all delays are finite with bounded fourth moments. We shall relax the finiteness assumption in Section V. We formalize the notion of (possibly random) convex combinations of Sij through a covariance aggregator. For S c R let 3, (S) denote the a-algebra generated by the end-to-end delays (Xk)keS (i.e. the set of events that can be determined from knowing (Xk)kEs). A covariance aggregator p is sequence (p(1Z))nEN of random vectors {pij(n) : { i , j } E Q(k); k E V \ R) with 0 5 pij(n) 5 1 and C{i,jiEB(k)pij(n) = 1 for each k E V \ R. We assume each pn to be F,(R)-measurable, i.e., it is a function of the measured delays of the first n probes. We will usually suppress the explicit dependence on the number of probes n. Let ii = {Sij(n) : {i,j) E Q ( k ) ; k V \RI be a family of estimators, Sij (n) being an 3;, (i, j)-measurable unbiased estimator of Var(Xivj). Then we estimate Var(Xk) by
A covariance aggregator is called deterministic if it does not depend on the X ( i ) . We denote the set of such aggregators with indices in Q ( k ) by 2)k. An example is the uniform aggregator that was used in the uniform estimator ( 
R(k).
A. Minimum Variance Estimation for Cumulative Delays
In the next theorem we characterize the asymptotic distribution of the cj as n + 03, and give a form for the estimator v k (p, ii-) of minimum cumulative variance. distinguish the subspaces in which these vectors live).
C. Criteria for Assessing Inference Reliability
In sections IV-A and IV-B we derived expressions for the variances of estimates of the cumulative and link delays respectively. For a given delay variance estimate, we can associate its variance by using the plug-in estimator for the corresponding analytic expression. This enables use to find confidence intervals for the estimates that will be asymptotically accurate for large n. For example, if we use n probes to form the estimate vji(p*(e(k1), i?), we associate with this a variance u 2 / n where
We write confidence limits for the estimate as where %6/2 denotes the number that cuts off an area 6 / 2 in the right tail of the standard normal distribution. This is used for a confidence interval of level 1 -6.
v. IMPACT OF LOSS ON ESTIMATOR VARIANCE
We relax the assumption of finite delays. We identify infinite delays with packet loss, although the same results would hold were we to treat as lost any packet with source to leaf delay greater than some finite value. The link and cumulative delay random variables will be denoted by Di and XL respectively each possibly taking the value 00. We use D k to be the distribution of DL conditional on DL < 00. and similarly for X,.
We assume throughout that the Dk have finite fourth moments.
Since we are interested in delay variance, we want to estimate V a r ( X k ) and V a r ( D k ) even in the presence of packet loss. For estimation, the effect of packet loss is to reduce the number of delay samples available, and hence to increase the variability of the estimates. A simple way to apply the foregoing theory is to restrict attention to only those packets that reach every receiver (or at least at every receiver in R(k) when estimating S k ) . A disadvantage of this approach is that is does not scale well as the topology grows: assuming link loss rates to be bounded away from zero, the proportion of packets reaching all receivers in a tree decays geometrically fast in the number of links in the tree.
An alternative that wastes less data is to calculate pairwise estimates of i$j that use all packets received at i and j. Let us formalize this. For a subset of receivers S C V define In(S) = (i E { 1 , 2 , . . . ., n} I X f ) < 00 V j E S): the subset of the first n probes that are received at all nodes in S; set Nn(S) = #l,,(S). We will sometimes write I,(il , . . . , if) for 
VI. SIMULATION EVALUATION
We conducted two types of simulation: (i) model simulation with packet delay chosen pseudo-randomly according to a given distribution; and (ii) XIS [22] simulations that represent probe traffic mixed in with background traffic of TCP and UDP sessions; probe. delay occurs as a result of queueing against background t r f i c , probe loss is due to buffer overflow. The model simulations allow us to compare the theoretical prediction with a model in a controlled manner; their purpose is to show that the statistical properties of the estimators conform to the model used. The ns simulation allow us to investigate the performance of the inference method in a more realistic setting in which the model assumption of independence may not be exactly satisfied. Their purpose is to investigate conformance of the predicted delay variances with those occurring in the network interior.
A. Model Simulations
The model simulation used an 8 leaf binary tree (see Figure 2(left)); delays were exponentially distributed. The delay variances were heterogeneous: leaf links 8 and 15 had delay variance 10, all other links had delay variance 1. Losses were not modeled. This heterogeneity was chosen in order to evaluate the advantages of the minimum variance estimator. We present a representative set of results from experiments for the link delay variance W and the cumulative delay variance V.
A. 1 Convergence Figure 3 shows the variance of the cumulative delay variance from sources to nodes IC = 1,6,10,15 in Figure 2 (left), plotted as a function of the number of probes. On the left is the t h e oretical variance Var(Vk(p*(C),?); on the right the empirical variance from 100 samples of Vk(,u*(c),q found by simulation. Observe in both cases the decay of the variance towards 0 as the number of probes increases; furthermore the experimental variance is very close to the theoretical values over the range of probe numbers. Figure 4 shows detail from a single simulation; sample paths of the link variance estimator Wk(p, Z) for links k = I, 3,5,1O as function of the number of probes, for up to 10,000 probes. On the left figure, the aggregator p @ uniform, on the right, the minimum variance aggregator p*(C). Observe in both cases that the estimate approaches the model value, 1, as the number of probes increases. 
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Minlmum Varlance Estlmator
A.2 Variance Reduction
In Figure 4 , convergence is tighter for the minimum variance estimator (on the right) than in the uniform case; this is particularly apparent in the left region of each plot, corresponding to smaller numbers of probes. The difference is particularly evident for link l (which has 2 high variance links as descendants, 8 and 15) and link 3, which has link 15 as a descendant. The variance of the estimators w, for both these links is decreased in the minimum variance estimator, relative to the uniform estimator, by reducing the weight pij when i or j corresponds to a high variance link. This is particularly striking in the minimum variance estimator for link 1; we tabulate the weights pjj (C ( 1)) in Table I . The weight for the pair (8,15) of high variance links is times the highest weight, that for pair (9, 14) .
To see the statistics of estimator variation reduction, we display in Figure 5 the ratio of the standard deviation of the uniform estimator to the standard deviation of the minimum variance estimator, and a function of the number of probes. This in shown on the left for the cumulative variance, and on the right fos the linkdelay variance. For the cumulative variance we display only for links, 1,2 and 3; the other internal links the uniform and minimum variance estimators are identical because there is only one term in the sum for V. For the link variance we display only for for the standard deviation of the link delay variance, except for nodes 4 and 7. These nodes have only two descendants, one of which terminates a high variance link: there is no flexibility to avoid the high variance of the first term of wk = v k -V f ( k ) .
B. Nehvork Simulation
B. 1 Methodology
The 11s simulations used the topology in Figure 2 (right). We arranged for some heterogeneity between the edges and the center of the tree in order to mimic the difference between the core and edges of a large WAN, with the interior of the tree having higher capacity (SMbIsec) and latency (5Oms) than at the edge (lMb/sec and 1Oms). Each node had a finite buffer capacity; packet losses were due to drops for the tail of the buffer. We used buffer capacities of 4 and 20 packets in two different sets of experiments. The cross traffic comprised 66 FTP sessions over TCP, and 29 UDP traffic sources following an exponential on-off model; there were on average around 8 background traffic sources per link. In each simulation we used the sourceto-leaf delays of probes as data to infer delay variance per internal link by and also from the source to a given internal node. Since the simulations exhibit packet loss, the inference was performed using the algorithms described in Section V. We compared the inferred values Wh with the actual delay variance for probes on internal links that was observed during the simulation run. The comparison was performed over each link in Figure 2 (right) for 100 simulation runs. Figure 6 shows scatter plots of 1200 pairs of (inferred, actual) link delay variance, based on 1000 probes, on the left with buffer capacity of 4 packets, on the right with buffer capacity 20 packets. Also shown is the line through the origin at gradient 1; a point on this line would indicate an instance of perfect inference. In the scatter plots we differentiate between predictions using the uniform estimator, and those using the minimum variance estimator, Taking each plot separately we observe that inference is slightly more accurate for the minimum variance estimator than the uniform estimator, the difference being more evident for the smaller buffer size. Comparing the plots we see that inference is more accurate when for the simulated network with larger buffer capacities, particularly for small delay variances. A small number of inferred values were negative; this occurred for some links of high bandwidth for which queueing delays were small. Estimation of the link delay variance as the difference between the variance of the cumulative delays (see (15) ) is sensitive to estimation errors. Nevertheless, the estimation error is sufficiently small that is would not impair identification of those links with the largest delay variance. Furthermore, in practice we can avoid the worst small variance estimation errors by eliminating estimates that are not significantly different from zero according at some confidence level. Similar to (17) , these are the estimates w k from n probes for which w k < %~u / , / i i , the quantity 1 -6 is the desired (one-sided) confidence level, and u2 is the appropriate asymptotic variance expressed in terms of the estimated covariance.
B.2 Comparison of Inferred and ActuaI Delay Variance
We attribute bias of inference to departures of the delay process from the independence assumption of the model. We calculated the off-diagonal elements of the correlation matrix of the actual link delays. For buffer size 4 the mean value was 0.07 1, the maximum 0.5 I. For buffer size 20 the mean was 0.021, the maximum 0.17. Thus correlations were more pronounced for the smaller buffer size, leading to greater violation of the inference assumptions, and evidently great inference inaccuracy. We found that bias was more pronounced in the inference of cumulative delay, see Figure 7 . Bias was less evident for the link delay variance. Since this is expressed as a difference of estimated cumulative delay variance, consistent bias in the latter quantities should cancel somewhat in subtraction. Conversely, small delay variances are better estimated for for the cumulative than the link case.
In order to quantify the accuracy of inference we define a met- For example, if io^ is either twice or half tu. their error factor is 2.
As a robust summary statistic to capture the center of the distribution of error factors, we use the two-sided quartile-weighted median (QWM) where Qp denotes thepth quantile of a given set of error factors. In Table 11 we display the QWM of error factors for link variance estimation. Small or negative inferred variances were omitted, the quantity z being the number of standard deviations characterizing the confidence interval about 0. z = 0 come sponds to rejecting only negative inferred variances. Ruling out these small variances decreases the QWM of the error factor: the smaller variances typically have higher error factor. (For z = 2, buffer = 4, it happens that the 75th-percentile of the error factor I buffer = 4 pkts. I buffer = 20 pkts. z 1 unif. i min. var. I unif. I min. var. distributionis larger for the minimum variance estimator, but for other nearby quantiles it is smaller). For large buffer sizes the error factors are noticeably smaller for the minimum variance estimator; the difference in accuracy between the uniform and minimum variance estimator is smaller too. We found no great advantage in increasing the number of probes to 10,000 since bias becomes a larger relative part of the errors. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper we have proposed a novel technique for the inference from end-to-end measurements of the variance of the delay encountered by multicast packets on an internal link. The cooperation of intervening network nodes is not required.
We constructed a convex family of variance estimators and found the estimator of minimal asymptotic variance. Evaluating the minimal variance estimator comes at some comptational cost, namely, the inversion of the covariance matrix C. In work to be reported elsewhere, we show how this computation may be considerably simplified for binary trees, although at the cost of increasing estimator variance somewhat. Another approach is to compromise between the computational simplicity of the uniform estimator and variance reduction. An example would be to set pij = 0 for {i, j) in some subset of Q ( k ) in which the measures end-to-end variances Z i are high. It remains to develop a robust approach along these lines.
The ns experiments showed, in the best cases, typical errors of about 20% in estimation of the delay variance using 1,000 probes. We observe that using a40 bytes probe every looms, the load on the network is less that 4kb/sec and the measurements can be completed within 2 minutes.
We found inference to be more accurate in networks with larger buffers; there was smaller correlation between delays at different nodes and hence closer conformance to the underlying model. It appears that the larger buffers admit a greater diversity of connections through a node over queueing timescales, diluting the correlation seen between delays at successive nodes. We believe that diversity of traffic in real networks such as the Internet makes large and long lasting correlations unlikely. Furthermore the introduction of Random Early Detection (RED) 1111 policies in Internet routers may help reduce dependence; evidence for this comes from related work on internal link loss inference [4] , where the introduction of RED was found to increase accuracy of inference relative to networks with a Drop from Tail packet discard mechanism.
